Copy-move forgery is a specific type of image tampering where a part of the image is copied and pasted on another part generally to conceal unwanted portions of the image. Hence, the goal in detection of copy-move forgeries is to detect image areas that are same or extremely similar. In this paper we propose a new approach which can efficiently identify the copy move forged areas. For achieving the copied image area first segment the image that is the test image is segmented into different independent patches. These patches are evaluated based on their matching and then the copied images are identified. For patch matching a two level of matching is carried out. In the first stage suspicious pairs of matches is obtained and affine transform matrix is roughly estimated. In-order to confirm the existence of copy move forgery a second level of patch matching with respect to Expectation Maximization algorithm is used. Thus the copy move forged areas are identified.
Introduction
In the era of digital images, it is possible to have tampering effect. Rapid advancement in various techniques helps attackers to modify the contents of digital images. Hippolyta Bayard,was the first person to create a fake image as recorded by history, is famous for a picture of him committing suicide. It all started as an act of frustration because he had lost the chance of becoming the inventor of photography. Rapid advancement in new imaging technologies makes it easy to make manipulations with the image. The digital image forensics can be broadly classified into three branches: Image source identification, Computer generated image identification and Image Forgery Detection
The image forgery detection techniques can again be classified into many categories like, geometry based technique, format based technique, camera based technique, physics based technique and pixel based technique. Here we are concentrating only on pixel based approach which is based on the process of comparing statistical anomalies Reshma Raj. Tel.: +9567055187 .
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E-mail address: reshmaraj92@gmail.com / niyajoseph@gmail.com provided within the image, like copy move, retouching, splicing. In copy move forgery the portion of the image is copied and pasted within the same image. Copy move is done with the intention either to cover truth or to make some enhancement in the visual effects. For example, in 2006, a reporter from Reuters was covering news about the IsrealLebonon conflict. Critics point out that this is impossible, as Hajjs doctored image added an entire plume of smoke, duplicated several buildings, and showed a repeating pattern indicating that one plume of smoke was cloned several times. It is very much important to identify these areas because it may hide some important details and can even change the contents of the image. Many tools are available for doing the copy move in Photoshop, proliferation digital cameras, digital signatures, watermarking etc. Copied areas are usually textured regions. Thus it is very much important to have a detection system that automatically identifies the copied move forgery areas. It is very much Fig. 1 . Forged image important to identify these areas because it may hide some important details and can even change the contents of the image. Many tools are available for doing the copy move in Photoshop, proliferation digital cameras, digital signa-tures, watermarking etc. Copied areas are usually textured regions. Thus it is very much important to have a detection system that automatically identifies the copied move forgery areas.
While selecting the detection algorithm the following criterias should be considered. The algorithm should allow approximate match for small segments. It should be able to withstand all kind of attacks and be sensitive to low contrast image areas. Also the results of producing false positive should be minimal. The detected forged areas or segments should have some sort of connections rather than a collection of small patches. The selected detection algorithm should be robust enough also. The chances for occurrences of the various attacks within a copy move forgery is very low. This is due to the reason that source and target are from same image, thus the properties like colour, temperature, illumination conditions and noises are not affected. While searching for forgery areas either of two approaches can be used: exhaustive search method or autocorrelation 1 . Exhaust search method is that first the input image is eroded followed by dilation. This approach is very much effective but computational cost is very high. Whereas in autocorrelation a strong mathematical support is used with the Fourier transform. Both the original and the tampered images will introduce some peaks. By checking these peaks it is possible to and the cloned areas. A high pass filter is used along with this autocorrelation. Any kind of detection system should be tested using the image in both image level and pixel level. From image level it is possible to conclude that whether the choosen algorithm can or cant detect the cloned regions. And with the pixel level testing the level of accuracy of the tampered regions is identified.
In this paper we propose a new framework for CMFD. The test image is first segmented into nonoverlapped patches. The matching between the patches is carried out in two stages of matching. The aim of the first stage is to find the suspicious matches, and a transform matrix between them is roughly estimated. Then in the second stage we confirm the existence of CMF by means of refining the transform matrix. Experimental results show that the proposed CMFD scheme outperforms most prior arts.
Existing System
The mission of CMFD is not only to determine if an image has some regions containing identical contents, also to locate these tampered images. There are two methods for detecting the copy move forgery:
Block based approach Keypoint based approach
In block based approach the image is divided into various blocks. These block division is done on the basis of Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform, Zernike moment, and Fourier Mellin Transform. The matching of the pixels is checked between the blocks. Whereas in keypoint based method all kind of geometric transformed manipulated images can be detected. Two of the techinques is to use SIFT (Speed Invariant Feature Transform) and SURF (Speed Up Robust Feature). For feature extraction keypoint approach is best suited because of their low computational time and good performance 2 . Another advantage is that the keypoints are very sensitive to low contrast regions and repetitive image content. But block based method can improve detection results. Thus in our system both keypoint as well as block based is being used in various stages. After extracting the features all the existing works 3 8 followed a single stage of patch matching. Experimental results shows that with an additional level of patch matching the efficiency of detected tampered regions can be improved to a large extent.
Overview of Proposed System
This section gives an overview of the proposed system. The flow chart of the system is shown below 
Image Segmentation
For the purpose of separating source region and target region the image is segmented into small patches. The technique used is SLICO (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering). In our implementation the image is segmented into not less than 100 patches. SLICO is choosen because we need not have to give compaction factor value. Thus CMF regions may be in two or more patches. Useful information in CMFD is detected in each patch. The image is segmented into various patches now. Next step, is to identify the matching of the patches.A two stages of matching is checked.
First Stage of Matching
There are three steps involved in first stage of matching.They are described in below subsections.
Keypoint Extraction and Description
SURF(Speed Up Robust Feature) is used as the technique for keypoint extraction. SURF is a robust local feature descriptor that extracts the features of the image. Main advantage of SURF is that the approach can detect the keypoints as well as keypoint descriptors at the same time 9 . Extracting features means extracting interest point descriptors from the image. Descriptors are derived from pixel surrounding an interest point. The four steps involved The four steps involved in extraction are: 
Matching Between Patches
After the feature extraction, these features are matched to find duplication by using nearest neighbour method. If the distance is below a particular threshold, such pairs can be removed, otherwise copy-move forgery can be detected. For removal of outliers RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) is used. After obtaining the keypoints, their locations are stored. In matching phase, the locations of the source and target region is evaluated.
Affine Transform Estimation
After detecting a suspicious pair of patches, we preliminarily know where the copying source region and pasting target region are. Then we estimate the relationship between these two regions in terms of a transform matrix. Affine transformation is choosen because it is the only matrix that shows the relation between spatial vectors. The advantage of affine transform estimation is that it can remove falsely detected CMF regions as they do not have a set of points with uniform transform relation. Also it helps to enhance CMFD by providing the tampering detail about one image.
Second Stage of Matching
In the first stage of matching process, we have found the suspicious pairs of patches as well as the transform matrix between them. Although RANSAC can provide us with a robust estimation of transform matrix, it is still not accurate enough. Furthermore, some of these detected patches may be just false alarm containing not any CMF regions. A second stage of matching process where the estimation of the transform matrix is refined via an EM-based algorithm. And the false alarm patches might also be eliminated in this stage
CMFD based on Probability
This stage is used to exploit all the pixels in the matched patches to find out a more accurate estimation of the matrix. This helps to clearly identify the pixels in CMF from background. Based on the probability of occurance a matrix is made.
Iterative Re-estimation of transform matrix
Here the matching is checked by comparing the affine transform matrix and newly obtained one. This can be said to be a new method of searching the pixels. Using Expectation Maximization the statistical parameter estimation of samples can be done. The algorithm is repeated until the target pixels and source becomes equivalent. In expectation step we are expecting the chances of the area to be tampered. Whereas in Maximization step, we will be maximizing the expected value.
Experimental Results
The proposed method is applied to images in the MICC-F600 database. MICC-F600 composed of 600 high res-olution images containing realistic and challenging copy move attacks. Among this 440 are orginal images, 160 are tampered images. MICC-F600 the copied snippets are rotated with 30 degree and scaled by 120 The images are loaded and firstly it is segmented using SLIC (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering). After it is passed to two level of patch matching to obtain the copied regions. In the first stage SURF algorithm is used to obtain the extract the feature points and the matching of blocks is identified with the help of affine transformation. An EM algorithm is applied inorder to obtain more accurate results.
The performance of CMFD is tested by detecting error at pixel level. The criteria used is precision and recall. The precision calculates the ratio of the retrieved CMF pixels in all the retrieved pixels. The proposed method implements the copy move forgery detection of the tampered images. The main contributions can be concluded to the following two aspects. Considering the CMF regions usually have certain meaning, here proposed to segment the image into semantically independent patches, such that the CMFD problem can be solved by partial matching among these segmented patches.The matching process between segmented patches consists of two stages. In the second stage, an accurate estimation of transform matrix can be obtained by an EM-based algorithm.
Future Work
Compared with the keypoint-based schemes, the proposed scheme mainly needs two more steps, namely the image segmentation and the transform estimation refinement. By reducing the time complexity, to segment an image in several seconds can generate fast response. The re-estimation of transform matrix is more complex because it needs an iterative procedure. As a future work, will try to improve the detection speed of the proposed scheme by means of parallel programming.
